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The rise of e-commerce doesn’t
necessarily sound the death
knell for shopping centres

in depth study of new
consumption trends
by L’Obser vatoire Cetelem
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A cross between a point of sale and
a creative workshop: the shop of
the future is beginning to take shape

Are peri-urban shopping centres really destined to vanish from the landscape?
Some are now choosing to reinvent themselves to maintain their appeal.

Seen in Los Angeles

What to think of it?

To enrich the role they play and how they are perceived, some stores add a
www.ikea.com/ms/pl_PL/kuchniaspotkan / https://naturalia.fr/naturalia-boulogne

Seen in Warsaw and
Boulogne-Billancourt

What to think of it?
to reinvent themselves in response
to these changes
by creating new experiences.

This shift in opposing directions illustrates
a way of approaching the market that is
currently very fashionable

a more
pleasant visit, where their time isn’t just
possible, but can instead be used to make
new discoveries and enjoy the experience.

“home
away from home”

relationship that is horizontal,
rather than vertical, and to act as a “coach”
rather than a “teacher”.
favours interaction and
friendly relations

the same ambition: to become destinations
in their own right.
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Convergence of the senses
Concept stores opened the way for a departitioning of retailers’ offerings.
Now is the time for sensory departitioning…
https://fr.loccitane.com/bienvenue-au-86-champs-pierreherme-loccitane,74,1,91244,1184739.htm

Seen on the
Champs-Elysées

What to think of it?
Once freed from the obligation to stick
to a consistent theme, the retail world
of tomorrow could be shaped by fusions

Community trade is
not only trade within
a community, it is also
trade run by a community
When a community of producers takes over a shop,
the creative concepts driving retail tend to evolve.
www.coeur-paysan.com

nothing in common

Seen in Colmar

each brand can
the other attracts, and visitors can enrich
their sensory perception of the products
they wish to purchase

What to think of it?

prices
that are fair rather than just low, so as
to support local producers and traditions,

a
community of producers
revolves as much around
the fusion and sharing of cultures as it
does around the juxtaposition of offerings
the
surprise of seeing two completely different
brands in one location with a sensory
exploration of the products on offer

Could
stimulating the curiosity of customers,
and boosting their knowledge so that
they move away from anonymous food
products
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Mood marketing: a new way
of understanding consumers
Brands seeking to win over Millennials must be careful
not to underestimate the importance they place on emotion.
Thus, new marketing habits must be adopted.

Seen on the web

What to think of it?

purchasing
desires while people listen to Maggie
Lindemann.
emotional conditioning,

The targets are no longer
consumers/buyers, but fans,
by
an emotional bond between product and
customer

A glance in the
rear-view mirror
In November 2003, the “no gender”
movement was not yet mainstream news

Men and women: the ins and outs
The facts

Analysis
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Word of
the month

Catching
the eye

Mindful Drinking
82% of
the French population feel that
they are more careful about what
they eat than three years ago,

Mindful Drinking

57% consider that taking part in
sport is expensive, to the point
that one in two people in France
now state that they have given up
on the idea

3.3% of households will be
equipped with such a system
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Summing Up
Charitable shopping.

Experience sharing.

Smartphone detox.

Zero plastic.

Patricia B. / L’Observatoire Cetelem
Damien S. / Retail Strategy

Automotive retrospective.
Dog Tech. In the United States, the

Collaborative cooking.

Traveller services.

Véronique B. / Brand,
Communication & Advertising

Pedalling for a purpose.

Isabelle R. / Marketing France

Retail: making life easier for the
disabled.

Damien S. / Retail Strategy
Christian Y. / Brand,
Communication & Advertising

Employees of BNP Paribas Personal Finance help to uncover
the micro-facts reported in L’Œil by L’Observatoire Cetelem.
means that the fact or the news in brief
was spotted by one of them.

L’Œil de L’Observatoire Cetelem analyses micro-facts
on consumption, revealing the emergence of new
manners of spending.
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